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The task of matching a bull’s figures to his fame is ICBF’s
primary function. 

ICBF €uro-Star figures have always caused a difference of
opinion between people in terms of their own experience
of a bull. That’s only normal – not all of the good and bad
points of a bull’s offspring are recorded in the ICBF
database. 

Also, the ICBF index values give an overall ‘on average’
prediction of how a bull will breed. Some people might
only have had the few good animals off a bull and not the
poorer quality ones. That is understandably what certain
opinions are based on.

ICBF’s preferred method for assessing a bull’s progeny is
to progeny test him. The name that ICBF gives to this
process is ‘Gene Ireland’.

'Gene Ireland' - who is he?
By Pat Donnellan
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This is a never
before seen photo of
'CF52', ‘Doonally
New’, on the day he
was purchased in
France, on the 27th
of February 1998. He
was bought by Sligo
AI, Doonally, Sligo
(NWCBS).

Picture courtesy of
Paddy Hennelly &
Cormac Monaghan
(NWCBS)
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'Gene Ireland' is where straws of a young bull are distributed

across a wide variety of herds and their progeny have data

recorded on them for various traits. The key part of a progeny test

however is that the same data is also recorded on all of their

herdmates. This allows ICBF to reflect the general opinion on a

bull for the same traits.

‘For the same traits’ however are very important words to

remember. This is because many bulls which were breed building

legends in their day have poor ‘€uro-Stars’. What’s important is

that those bull’s have data recorded in the ICBF database for the

same traits that are in conflict with their legend status. It is a

subject that we will cover in a future newsletter.
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Beef progeny test calves 
and cattle being reared in
the old ‘Centralised
Progeny test’ programme
at Dovea AI Centre in the
1990’s. 

''CF52' was progeny tested through the progeny test program that was in place prior to ‘Gene

Ireland’. It was called the ‘Centralised Progeny Test’. A Beef Test bull would have 10 calves

sired by him out of dairy cows purchased and reared alongside progeny from other well

known proven AI Sired dairy cross calves. This happened on the AI Centre’s own farm. The

cattle were weighed regularly and taken to slaughter where all of their data was compared

against each other and index figures calculated. 

The arrival of the ICBF database then allowed for all of this to happen out on farm with

bigger numbers of progeny. This allowed a bull’s progeny to be assessed on different farms

under different conditions. A bull’s figures were updated as more progeny results came in

and did’nt just remain based on those first 10 purchased progeny, as was the case. It also

allowed for females to be assessed.

Each AI Station reared progeny of their own beef testbulls alongside
progeny of proven Holstein ‘reference’ bulls. The same ‘reference’
bulls were used across all the AI Station farms.
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'‘Gene Ireland’ has 4 different parts however all of these

parts have one major component in that they are all tightly

linked to the ICBF cattle breeding database.

1. Generate a panel of bulls from the ICBF database.

2. Evaluate their progeny for the main beef traits on-farm.

3. New difficult to measure traits are assessed at the ICBF

progeny test Centre.

4. Estimate their genetic merit & promote the best bulls for

use across the national herd.

'

So how did 'CF52' do on his progeny test? 

Not surprisingly, he did very well. He was moderate for calving but his progeny excelled for the

liveweight and carcass traits. The superiority that his first calves displayed over their 

 herdmates remains to this day. For example; his progeny test results showed that his first

progeny had heavier carcasses than their herdmates at slaughter. Looking at all of his progeny

that have been slaughtered since then, they  are ‘on average’ 20kgs heavier than their

herdmates. 

'

'CF52' offspring are 'on average' 20kgs heavier than their herdmates.
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'

''CF52' as a mature bull in Doonally, Sligo (mid 00's).
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Of course in some herds the difference was greater  and in others it was less but overall the data

backs up  the talk – the ‘CF52’ cattle were better than the rest (data above is available in the

‘Animal Search’ section of the ICBF website). 

A progeny test is the quickest and most accurate way to get 

a handle on how a bull is breeding for important traits early 

in his life. The traits being looked at are ones that will affect 

the eventual profit or loss that a farmer will feel from using him. 

Therefore it is important that the test is carried out efficiently so that as many young bulls as

possible are tested every year so as the likes of a ‘CF52’ is unearthed. After all, looking at his

picture as a young bull – who could have predicted that he would have turned out to be as good

as he did! - that is why we progeny test.

'‘Gene Ireland’ young bulls – don’t miss out!
Genomics has changed the way AI bulls are used around

 the world. Ireland is no different and has been a leader in

 this area. It used to be the way that young ‘Testbulls’ were 

mainly used on later calving cows. No point in using a more 

expensive proven bull.

Over the past 15 years however ICBF has co-ordinated the assembly of ‘packs’ of young very

high indexed beef & dairy (€uro-Star & EBI) bulls from participating AI Companies. 

ICBF recruits herds to use these bulls, distributes the semen and collects the data afterwards.

The teams of bulls in these ‘packs’ removes the risk involved in using these young bulls. Many

of the herds using these Gene Ireland packs do it every year. Their willingness to take part

every year is proof of their satisfaction with their resulting dairy cows and beef animals alike.

Gene Ireland is a strategy that works and new farmers are becoming aware of this and joining

the program every year.
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Gene Ireland Dairy

The Gene Ireland Dairy program kicked off in 

2005. It was the first time that teams of high

indexed young  Irish bulls had been put 

together in Gene Ireland packs.

Pictured above is one of those first bulls to be 

tested in this way - ‘JRU’ owned by NCBC – 

was a high EBI 2005 born son of ‘Ruud 22’ out of 

a ‘Sunnyboy’ cow. 

If you are a commercial or pedigree dairy

farmer who would like to get involved in Dairy

Gene Ireland and use high EBI young dairy bulls

please contact Mary McCarthy: 

mmccarthy@icbf.com 

Gene Ireland Beef

The Gene Ireland Beef program started in 

2008. The Simmental bull ‘Derrough Samual’

(DRU) was on it’s bull panel that year. 

Owned by ‘Dovea Genetics’ his progeny 

excelled in their progeny test herds and he 

now has a very high 5 star ‘Replacement’ 

Index of €138 (98%).

Likewise, If you are a commercial or pedigree

breeder who would like to get involved in 

Beef Gene Ireland and get access to these

 high indexed young Beef Testbulls 

please contact Niall Kilrane: 

nkilrane@icbf.com. 
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Dunard Navigator – another Gene Ireland success story!

‘Dunard Navigator (AA4603) is an Angus bull that was 

identified on the ICBF database and purchased by ICBF to

take part in the Gene Ireland program. Sired by another

Gene Ireland bull 'Carrigroe Kian' he was bred by Andrew 

Mathews, Kilcommon, Cahir, Co.Tipperary. He sired 

outstanding progeny test calves and has now been 

recruited by 'Dovea Genetics' to stand at their Thurles stud. 
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Gene Ireland – Industry collaboration at its best
The ICBF database stores a pedigree

animal’s ancestry details alongside 

their €uro-Star figures - this means 

that a Breed Society can easily 

identify young bull’s within their 

Herdbook that rank highly on a 

particular index of interest. ICBF

 kicked off using the ICBF database

 to select young beef bulls for 

progeny testing  through

 ‘Gene Ireland Committee’ meetings back in 2015. Representatives from across the industry came

together to select high indexed young bulls from the ICBF database. Many great bulls were found in

this way such as: 'Curaheen Earp', 'Curaheen Dickens', 'Moondharrig Knell', 'Knottown Randy',

 'Doon Giorgio' and 'Dunard Navigator'.

ICBF, NCBC, Dovea Genetics, Eurogene AI and the Irish Hereford, Limousin & Charolais Societies are

continuing on this approach by starting their young bull search with listings of high indexed young

Irish bulls from the ICBF database. 

NCBC & Gene Ireland
NCBC interacts very closely with the ICBF database

and continues to progeny test the majority of the 

bulls that go through Gene Ireland. ‘Curaheen Earp’

(SI2152) was among one of the first young bulls to 

be identified based on his ‘Replacement Index’ for 

progeny testing. Having had semen collected off him

 for progeny testing and pedigree matings by ICBF he

 was then purchased by NCBC. He has become one of

 the most popular Simmental bulls available in AI. He now has over 12,500 calves registered to

him in the ICBF database.
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The Irish Charolais Society & Gene Ireland
The Irish Charolais Society have been very active in

incentivizing the use of certain Charolais AI Sires in 

dairy herds so as to identify bulls with short gestation

and calving ease. They are now also setting out on 

buying young Irish Charolais bulls off ICBF Gene Ireland

listings every year for AI whose breeding and ‘Dairy Beef’ 

index figures would make them very suitable for use in dairy herds. 

‘Bivouac’ (pictured above) is a bull that the Irish Charolais Society have identified and assessed the

calves of for calving ease and gestation length. 

The Irish Limousin Society is identifying bull's on

the ICBF database for semen collection and is

progeny testing them through ‘Gene Ireland’.

‘Brackan Ruben’ (LM7641) is one of the young Irish

bred Limousin bulls that they are progeny testing

through the Gene Ireland ‘Dairy-Beef’ progeny

testing program. 
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'                                        

‘Ruben’ has sky high index figures with a Dairy Beef index of €147. Sired by ‘Tomschoice Lexicon’

he is a great example of how data recorded by Irish farmers in the ICBF database is being used

to find easy calving short gestation bulls for crossing on dairy cows. 

The Irish Limousin Society & Gene Ireland

You might not see many calves off him in Carrick but that 

does’nt mean he’s not a ‘good’ bull. He is a very good example

of how much variation there is within breeds to be able to 

select strains within the same breed to suit different purposes.

Pictured opposite are 'Bivouac' x dairy cow sired calves on 

one of the dairy herds that the Irish Charolais Society is working

with to see which AI Sires work well on dairy cows. 
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The Irish Hereford Prime beef producer group have made a substantial investment in a new beef

genetics sustainability program. The first steps on the road to an enhanced sustainability policy

for the Irish Hereford Prime beef brand has seen the group partner with ICBF, Dovea Genetics

and the Irish Hereford Breed Society, to identify and promote bulls capable of further improving

the quality and sustainability credentials of its premium beef brand. The initiative in the first

year sees the roll out of three new Hereford AI sires suitable for Irish dairy and suckler farmers

this Spring. The AI Straws from these three new bulls are being put through their paces on the

ICBF Gene Ireland Dairy Beef Programme in 2022.
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The Irish Hereford Society & Gene Ireland

Eurogene & Gene Ireland
'Ampertaine Ifor’ (LM4063) is a

Limousin bull that was

progeny tested through Gene

Ireland by Eurogene AI (left).

One of his test progeny in

Tully (right).

ICBF Gene Ireland young bull listings were used to shortlist

bulls of interest. Following visual inspection and updated

genomic €uro-Stars the final selections were made. The three

bulls selected are now being made available to farmers this

Spring to use on their herds to produce the next generation of

Hereford cross cattle suitable for the premium markets

supplied by Irish Hereford Prime. The 3 high figured bulls

selected for 2022 are ‘Skehanore Fruitful’ (HE7545), ‘Timolinpoll

1 Hercules’ (HE7374) and ‘Corlismore Cormac’ (HE7548).

'

Timolinpoll 1 Hercules
'

Skehanore Fruitful
'

Corlismore Cormac

'

‘Carhuefree Prince’ (CRP):

Maternal Grandsire of

‘Skehanore Fruitful’.
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'‘Commercial Beef Value (CBV)
This is a new selection index for non-breeding animals. Basically it’s an animal’s Terminal

Index with the calving traits left out. 

Why was it brought in? 

An animal’s €uro-Star index values for Replacement, Terminal and Dairy Beef are an estimate

of how strong or weak that animal’s offspring will be for those traits. However, take a bullock

as an example. His terminal index would include calving traits. If his sire was a hard calving

bull then he would be penalized in his terminal index because of these high calving figures.

However this is irrelevant as he will never get the chance to sire offspring and pass on such

hard calving genes. 

So the 'CBV' allows such non-breeding animals to have an index figure with just the traits of

importance that are relevant to them included i.e docility, feed intake and carcass traits.

It will only be available on animals destined for finishing and will not be available on breeding

males or females. It’s main port of call will be on mart boards. It will also be available on

Herdplus profiles.

Technical News
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One such bull called ‘Epik Agrochyt P’ from the Czech Republic is being included by ICBF in the

2022 Gene Ireland progeny test program. He was born in one of the most successful herds in

the Czech Republic – Agrochyt s.r.o.,Mohelno. He stands at the ‘Natural’ Spol s.r.o AI stud in the

Czech Republic. 

He is a very interesting bull for creating linkages between Ireland and the Czech Republic for

Interbeef evaluations. He is sired by the Dovea Genetics bull ‘Curaheen Gunshot P’ and is out of

a ‘Raceview Van Halen’ cow that was bred in the Czech Republic. ’Van Halen’ also stood in

Dovea. The Czech AI Company considers him to have medium frame with excellent muscularity.

On performance test he had a daily gain of 1.5kg/day and weighed 603kgs at a year old.’

'Epik Agrochyt P' (SI8121): His parent average

and genomic data combine to give him a very

high 5 star replacement index of €155 (46%).

He is the highest indexed young bull in the

2022 Gene Ireland Suckler program.
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Interbeef is an Organisiation where many European cattle

breeding countries work together to share evaluations and

genotypes with each other. 

A goal of this collaborative work is the creation of

international beef evaluations allowing beef bulls from

different countries to be compared against each other. To

this end ICBF is progeny testing foreign AI bulls through Gene

Ireland at the same time that they are tested in their home

countries.

Interbeef - Czech Mate
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Some of Sire Sense team at the Hardenberg show in

front of 'Dropshot' daughters in Holland.A ‘Dropshot’ calf in Wexford.
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'‘Agri-Lloyd's 'Sire Sense'  
Agri-Lloyd have partnered with ‘KI Kampen’ of the Netherlands to put together an outstanding

selection of dairy bulls. This new venture is called ‘Sire Sense’ and is headed up by breeding

advisors John Molloy and Conor O’Halloran. Their current standout bulls are ‘De Volmer

Dropshot RF’ (FR6109) with an EBI of €210 and the number one pure Friesian bull in Holland

‘Dalino’ (FR6112) with and EBI of €183.

AI Company News

www.Agrilloyd.ie>Siresense

'Bova AI 

'‘DG RH Alphaman Red (FR2092) improved his

performance in the latest index run (EBI:€196). This

Aikman son continues his rise in the milk charts with

positive components. His daughters are not

particularly large but offer huge chest width and

deep ribs. The udders are well attached and another

positive trait are the longer teats. He also scores

exceptionally well for somatic cell count (109),

fertility (104) and he is also a calving ease bull.

'‘DG RH Alphaman Red's maternal sister "Awesome Avea-Red" the BTS-Avea VG89 daughter was

awarded the Reserve Junior Champion Red & White heifer at Beveren show. She was bred by Bart

Staels, Belgium.

www.Bova-ai.com
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‘Clenagh Lyle’ son ‘Burradon

Rhinestone’ sold for 17,000

Guineas in Stirling Bull Sales Feb

'22. Bred by Chris Curry,

Northumberland, England.
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'Loyal (LM4184) daughter “Peggy” pictured

at 2 years old, bred by Alexander Demarty,

Lubersac, France. She was awarded 1st

prize in the beefy breeding heifer class at

the French National show in Limoges in

September 2021. 

'www.bullbank.ie

'Laurel (LM4185) son “Lazio” bred by

Michael Klemm, Germany, was awarded 1st

in his class at the German National

Limousin Show in 2021.

'Bullbank

Clenagh Lyle (CH4634)

Another ‘Clenagh Lyle’ son ‘Burradon Olaf’ sold for

10,000 Guineas in Stirling Bull Sales February 2020. 
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Ampertaine Jackpot (LM8031)
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Commercial calves off Jackpot sold for

between 3,000-6,000 Guineas at the Inland

Pastures Dispersal Sale in Carlisle, June '21.

Calves off Blue X and Lim x Blue heifers.

Carrickmore Maximus  

 (S3706)

‘Goldies Rolo’ by BullBank's

‘Carrickmore Maximus’ first

prize winner sold for 12,000

Guineas in Carlisle. Super

stylish, correct bull with great

plates and spring of rib. 

Reserve Overall Champion at

Balmoral Show '21 was

‘Carrickmore Maximus’ daughter

‘Tweeddale Redhot’, an April

2020 born heifer, exhibited by

Trevor Shields, Glenmarshal

herd, Newry, Co Down. 
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Celtic Sires
"Fleckvieh semen sales have been growing at a

phenomenal rate in the last couple of years. 'Celtic

Fleckvieh Ireland' supplies all of the Austrian

Fleckvieh bulls. and normally keep a stock of about a

dozen bulls in our Semen Store in Ireland. We

specialize in Fleckvieh - we've milked them on our

own farm and study the bloodlines very carefully to

pick only the most suitable bulls for Irish conditions. 

Only 2% of our sales are sexed semen, as the value of

the bull calf is so high, most farmers prefer to have

the higher fertility that always comes with

conventional semen." Ger Brickley, Celtic Sires

'‘GS Hierher’ is a young Fleckvieh Sire

available from Celtic Sires with an EBI

of €142. 

'www.celticsires.ie

Dovea Genetics 'www.doveagenetics.ie

Dovea has been supplying high quality beef genetics to Spain for use both on purebred maternal

lines and on Dairy females. The Spanish distributor 'Inatega' handles the semen.

"'In recent years, the Spanish market has seen an increase in demand for quality beef bulls with

good health, gestation & calving traits. Angus use has grown hugely due to its high fertility,

calving ease and carcass yield. Limousin & Belgian blue have also grown significantly. 
 

Spanish farmers appreciate Dovea bulls for their high fertility, performance and calving ease

without affecting cow health. 'Bunlahy John G', 'Keirsbeath Karma', 'Kealkil Prime Lad' and

'Lavally Prince' have been extensively used in Spain and are proof of this." Inatega, Spain.
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‘"The demand for Irish bulls is very high in many different

countries. Each market has its own requirements. However,

easy calving, muscle and conformation are important traits

that are looked for in our beef bulls. Popular bulls at the

moment are Clenagh Picasso ET (CH7473) (photo left) and

Bracken Ruben (LM7641).”Stephen Dowling, Dunmasc Genetics.
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'www.dunmascgenetics.ieDunmasc

"The Eurogene bull "Possextown Faithful" has been an incredibly popular sire in the UK

amongst both spring and autumn block calving systems, his exceptionally balanced profile

of high milk solids coupled with adding width and strength to their cows has made him an

attractive option to many breeders. He was the biggest selling bull in our grazing portfolio

in both 2020 and 2021". William Astley (Cogent Breeding).   

He was bred by Gordon Foster, Possextown, Enfield, Co.Meath. He was progeny tested

through ICBF's ‘Gene Ireland’ progeny test program in 2016 where 762 of his straws were

distributed amongst the participating test herds. 

 

Irish Beef Genetics are also to the

fore at the ‘Dogagen’ AI Company

in Turkey where up to 15 Irish

bred beef bulls feature in their

latest AI Catalogue across 4 beef

breeds (via Dunmasc Genetics). ‘Oghamstone Noah’ (Pirate x CF52) stands in Turkey. 

Eurogene 'www.eurogeneaiservices.com

‘'Possextown Faithful' daughters 

 in the UK.
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NCBC operates under 'Ireland Genetics'

Internationally - promoting Irish

genetics around the world. Pictured

opposite are a group of 200, 13 month

old Irish heifers sired by ''Nextgen

Eimer' (FR2460) & 'Nextgen Candy'

(FR2385).
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'                                        

Worldwide Sires Ireland bull 'Peak Motion ET'

(FR5076) is the number 1 'Daughter Proven

International' bull on the ICBF Spring 2022 Dairy

Active Bull List.

With a very impressive EBI of €305 (70%), he has 304

daughters in 21 herds in the USA. Milk Sub Index:

€120. Health Sub-Index:€29.

He is +440kgs of milk, 0.05 for Protein % and is a

'Low' risk for 'dairy heifer calving difficulty'.

WWS Ireland

An 'Elite Ice Cream' (LM2206) sired commercial

heifer at Clogher Valley Livestock Producers

first Christmas Beef show and sale in Northern

Ireland. She weighed 500kgs at 11 months old

and sold for a record £5050.

www.munsterbovine.ie

www.progressivegenetics.ie

 

NCBC

'www.wwsireland.com
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 AI Bull Lists
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The number 1 bull on EBI is '(IG)

Tisaxon Trooper'. Sired by

'Pivotal', he is out of a 'KOZ' dam.

He went through 'Gene Ireland'.

Pictured opposite is a 'KOZ'

daughter.
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Dairy AI Bull Lists
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'Dauphin' is the number 1 beef

bull on 'DBI'.

'Ewdenvale Ivor' is the number 1

Limousin bull on 'DBI'. He went

through 'Gene Ireland'.

'Gabriel Pete 2074' is the number 1

Angus bull on 'DBI'. He went

through 'Gene Ireland' (Pic of his

Sire: 'Gabriel Mossy 1727').

'Knottown Roy' is the number 1 Saler bull on

'DBI'. He also went through 'Gene Ireland'.
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Beef AI Bull Lists
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'Gstaad' is the number 1

Beef bull on 'Terminal

Index'. 

'Gainsbarre' is the

number 1 Parthenaise

bull on 'Terminal Index'. 

'Kilcombe Locky ET' is the

number 1 Belgian Blue

bull on 'Terminal Index'. 

'Hamel' is the number 1

Charolais bull on

'Terminal Index'. 
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Beef AI Bull Lists
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'Turloughmore Magnificent'

is the number 1 Aubrac bull

on 'Replacement Index'. He

went through 'Gene Ireland'.

'Allowdale Rambo 475' is the

number 1 Hereford bull on

'Replacement Index'. He

went through 'Gene Ireland'.

'Curaheen Earp (below)' is

the number 1 Simmental

bull on 'Replacement Index'.

He also went through 'Gene

Ireland'.
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 Industry Contacts
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 Bull Nostalgia

'PBO' - Proud Boy of Dunlever 'ECO' -  Echo

'BAX' - BP Masterpiece 83X 'PAN' - Pelletstown Alan

'DEK' - Deerpark Leader 'AS56' - Herkules
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Beef AI Bull Lists

Disclaimer: While the utmost care has been taken by ICBF to ensure all information is correct at the time of print, ICBF are

not responsible for any errors or omissions which may have occurred.

Thank you
Thank you for taking the time to read this newsletter. We hope you enjoyed it.

If you have any queries, comments or topics you would like to see covered in

future newsletters, please let us know at icbfgenetics@icbf.com.


